HVDC Care corrective maintenance
ABB’s emergency service that finds, isolates and corrects faults, restoring your system

If unresolved over the phone support or by remote access, ABB HVDC Service will send a qualified technician to your station within an agreed upon time period to help find the solution.

ABB HVDC corrective maintenance is a service designed to detect, isolate, and rectify a fault and bring individual pieces of equipment or an entire system back to working order.

Corrective maintenance service ensures skilled ABB personnel are on standby to assist you in the event of problems at your HVDC installation.

ABB corrective maintenance services typically consist of:
- Equipment replacement
- Equipment repair
- Restoration
- Planned corrective maintenance during outages and scheduled inspection during maintenance shutdown
- Spare part management
- Corrective maintenance report with recommendations, if any
- ABB performs corrective maintenance on selected ABB equipment

ABB corrective maintenance in summary:
- Qualified ABB support staff on standby, ready to mobilize on-site in the shortest time possible
- Together with authorized customer maintenance personnel, ABB support staff analyze and identify the problem, and guide maintenance staff to the solution
- Afterward, a corrective maintenance report describes the problem, the corrective actions taken, and suggests preventive measures to avoid future problems